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eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

A 

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ALPHYLS AHLLPSY ALPHYL, univalent radical [n] 

APHYLLY AHLLPYY state of being leafless (having no leaves) [n -LIES] 

ARGYLLS AGLLRSY ARGYLL, argyle (knitting pattern) [n] 

ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

B 

BASHLYK ABHKLSY cloth hood [n -S] 

BENZYLS BELNSYZ BENZYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black manner [adv] 

BLANDLY ABDLLNY BLAND, soothing [adv] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank manner [adv] 

BLIGHTS BGHILST BLIGHT, to cause decay [v] 

BLIGHTY BGHILTY wound causing one to be sent home to England [n -TIES] 

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind manner [adv] 

BLOTCHY BCHLOTY blotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BLOWBYS BBLOSWY BLOWBY, leakage of exhaust fumes [n] 

BLOWFLY BFLLOWY type of fly [n -LIES] 

BLUFFLY BFFLLUY BLUFF, having broad front [adv] 

BLUNTLY BLLNTUY BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adv] 

BORSCHT BCHORST beet soup [n -S] 

BORSHTS BHORSST BORSHT, borscht (beet soup) [n] 

BRAMBLY ABBLMRY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BRANCHY ABCHNRY having many branches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BRASHLY ABHLRSY BRASH, rash; hasty [adv] 

BRIGHTS BGHIRST BRIGHT, light-hued tobacco [n] 

BRISKLY BIKLRSY in brisk manner [adv] 

BRISTLY BILRSTY stiffly erect [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BRITTLY BILRTTY in brittle manner [adv] 

BUTYRYL BLRTUYY radical of butyric acid [n -S] 

BYCATCH ABCCHTY marine animals caught unintentionally [n -ES] 

BYPATHS ABHPSTY BYPATH, indirect road [n] 

BYPLAYS ABLPSYY BYPLAY, secondary action [n] 

BYRLING BGILNRY BYRL, to birle (to carouse (to engage in carousal)) [v] 

BYTALKS ABKLSTY BYTALK, small talk [n] 

BYWORDS BDORSWY BYWORD, well-known saying [n] 

BYWORKS BKORSWY BYWORK, work done during leisure time [n] 

BYZANTS ABNSTYZ BYZANT, bezant (coin of ancient Rome) [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

C 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHILDLY CDHILLY resembling child (young person) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CHIMBLY BCHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -LIES] 
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CHINCHY CCHHINY stingy (unwilling to spend or give) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHINTZY CHINTYZ gaudy; cheap [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -ES, -YDES] 

CHRISMS CHIMRSS CHRISM, consecrated oil [n] 

CHRISTY CHIRSTY skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CHROMYL CHLMORY bivalent radical [n -S] 

CHURCHY CCHHRUY churchly (pertaining to church) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHYMICS CCHIMSY CHYMIC, chemic (chemist (one versed in chemistry)) [n] 

CHYMIST CHIMSTY chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n -S] 

CHYRONS CHNORSY CHYRON, type of digital graphic video display [n] 

CHYTRID CDHIRTY aquatic or soil fungus [n -S] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLUTCHY CCHLTUY tending to clutch [adj] 

CLYSTER CELRSTY enema (liquid injected into rectum) [n -S] 

COCKSHY CCHKOSY target in throwing contest [n -HIES] 

COMSYMP CMMOPSY offensive word [n -S] 

CORYMBS BCMORSY CORYMB, flower cluster [n] 

CRACKLY ACCKLRY brittle (likely to break) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRANKLY ACKLNRY in crank manner [adv] 

CRASSLY ACLRSSY CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adv] 

CRESYLS CELRSSY CRESYL, tolyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

CRINKLY CIKLNRY crinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRISPLY CILPRSY in crisp manner [adv] 

CROSSLY CLORSSY in cross manner [adv] 

CRUMBLY BCLMRUY easily crumbled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRUMPLY CLMPRUY easily wrinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -HIES] 

CRYBABY ABBCRYY person who cries easily [n -BIES] 

CRYPTAL ACLPRTY CRYPT, burial vault [adj] 

CRYPTIC CCIPRTY mysterious [adj] 

CRYPTOS COPRSTY CRYPTO, one who belongs secretly to group [n] 

CRYSTAL ACLRSTY transparent mineral [n -S] 

CYBORGS BCGORSY CYBORG, human linked to mechanical device for life support [n] 

CYCLERS CCELRSY CYCLER, cyclist (one who rides bicycle) [n] 

CYCLERY CCELRYY bicycle shop [n -RIES] 

CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S] / CYCLE, to ride bicycle [v] 

CYCLINS CCILNSY CYCLIN, any of group of proteins that control cell cycle [n] 

CYCLIST CCILSTY one who rides bicycle [n -S] 

CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n CYCLOPS, -PES] 

CYGNETS CEGNSTY CYGNET, young swan [n] 

CYMBALS ABCLMSY CYMBAL, percussion instrument [n] 

CYMLING CGILMNY variety of squash [n -S] 

CYMLINS CILMNSY CYMLIN, cymling (variety of squash) [n] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

CYPRESS CEPRSSY thin fabric [n -ES] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 
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D 

DACTYLS ACDLSTY DACTYL, type of metrical foot [n] 

DECRYPT CDEPRTY to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DICYCLY CCDILYY state of being dicyclic (having two maxima of population each year) [n -LIES] 

DIPTYCH CDHIPTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman's dress [n] 

DRACHMS ACDHMRS DRACHM, unit of weight [n] 

DRIBBLY BBDILRY tending to dribble [adj] 

DRIZZLY DILRYZZ characterized by light rain [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DROSHKY DHKORSY open carriage [n -KIES] 

DROWNDS DDNORSW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DRYLAND ADDLNRY arid region [n -S] 

DRYLOTS DLORSTY DRYLOT, enclosure for livestock [n] 

DRYNESS DENRSSY state of being dry (having no moisture) [n -ES] 

DRYWALL ADLLRWY to cover wall with plasterboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DRYWELL DELLRWY hole for receiving drainage from roof [n -S] 

DYARCHY ACDHRYY diarchy (government with two rulers) [n -HIES] 

DYBBUKS BBDKSUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 

DYNASTS ADNSSTY DYNAST, ruler (one that rules (to exercise control over)) [n] 

DYNASTY ADNSTYY succession of rulers from same line of descent [n -TIES] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

E 

ENCRYPT CENPRTY to encipher (to write in characters of hidden meaning) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCYSTS CENSSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ETHYNYL EHLNTYY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

F 

FIFTHLY FFHILTY in fifth place [adv] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FLESHLY EFHLLSY pertaining to body [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FLIGHTS FGHILST FLIGHT, to fly in flock [v] 

FLIGHTY FGHILTY fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLYBELT BEFLLTY area infested with tsetse flies [n -S] 

FLYBLOW BFLLOWY to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FLYBOYS BFLOSYY FLYBOY, pilot in air force [n] 

FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n] 

FLYLESS EFLLSSY free of flies (winged insects) [adj] 

FLYOFFS FFFLOSY FLYOFF, competitive testing of model aircraft [n] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S] / FLYTE, to flite (to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute)) [v] 

FLYTRAP AFLPRTY trap for catching flies [n -S] 

FLYWAYS AFLSWYY FLYWAY, established air route of migratory birds [n] 

FORMYLS FLMORSY FORMYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

FRANKLY AFKLNRY in frank manner [adv] 

FRECKLY CEFKLRY marked with freckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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FRESHLY EFHLRSY in fresh manner [adv] 

FRIGHTS FGHIRST FRIGHT, to frighten (to make afraid (filled with apprehension)) [v] 

FRIZZLY FILRYZZ frizzy (tightly curled) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FROWSTS FORSSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 

FROWSTY FORSTWY musty (having stale odor) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FRYPANS AFNPRSY FRYPAN, pan for frying food [n] 

FYLFOTS FFLOSTY FYLFOT, swastika (geometrical figure used as symbol or ornament) [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

G 

GALLFLY AFGLLLY small insect (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [n -LIES] 

GHASTLY AGHLSTY terrifying [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GLITCHY CGHILTY characterized by glitches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GLOWFLY FGLLOWY firefly (luminous insect) [n -LIES] 

GLYCANS ACGLNSY GLYCAN, carbohydrate [n] 

GLYCINS CGILNSY GLYCIN, compound used in photography [n] 

GLYCOLS CGLLOSY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

GLYCYLS  CGLLSYY GLYCYL, radical derived from glycine [n] 

GLYPHIC CGHILPY GLYPH, ornamental groove [adj] 

GLYPTIC CGILPTY art or process of engraving on gems [n -S] 

GRANDLY ADGLNRY in grand manner [adv] 

GRISTLY GILRSTY containing gristle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GRIZZLY GILRYZZ grayish (somewhat gray) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] / large bear [n -LIES] 

GROSSLY GLORSSY in gross manner [adv] 

GROWTHS GHORSTW GROWTH, development [n] 

GROWTHY GHORTWY fast-growing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GRUFFLY FFGLRUY in gruff manner [adv] 

GRUMBLY BGLMRUY given to grumbling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GRUMPHY GHMPRUY grumphie (pig) [n -HIES] 

GRYPHON GHNOPRY griffin (mythological creature) [n -S] 

GYMNAST AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

GYMSLIP GILMPSY sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n -S] 

GYPPERS EGPPRSY GYPPER, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

GYPPING GGINPPY GYP, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

GYPSTER EGPRSTY one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

GYPSUMS GMPSSUY GYPSUM, mineral [n] 

GYRALLY AGLLRYY GYRAL, gyratory (moving in circle or spiral) [adv] 

GYTTJAS AGJSTTY GYTTJA, organically rich mud [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

H 

HARSHLY AHHLRSY HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adv] 

HIGHTHS GHHHIST HIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HRYVNAS AHNRSVY HRYVNA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HRYVNYA AHNRVYY hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n -S] 

HYBRIDS BDHIRSY HYBRID, offspring of genetically dissimilar parents [n] 
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HYDRANT ADHNRTY outlet from water main [n -S] 

HYDRIDS DDHIRSY HYDRID, hydride (chemical compound) [n] 

HYDROPS DHOPRSY hydropsy (dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid)) [n -ES] 

HYDROXY DHORXYY containing hydroxyl [adj] 

HYMNALS AHLMNSY HYMNAL, book of hymns [n] 

HYMNARY AHMNRYY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -RIES] 

HYMNING GHIMNNY HYMN, to sing hymn (song of praise to God) [v] 

HYMNIST HIMNSTY one who composes hymns [n -S] 

HYMNODY DHMNOYY singing of hymns [n -DIES] 

HYPHENS EHHNPSY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [v] 

HYPONYM HMNOPYY word that denotes subcategory [n -S] 

HYSSOPS HOPSSSY HYSSOP, medicinal herb [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

I 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

J 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

K 

KITSCHY CHIKSTY garish; gaudy [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KLATSCH ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KNIGHTLY GHIKLNTY of or befitting knight [adj] / [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KNIGHTS GHIKNST KNIGHT, to make knight (medieval gentleman-soldier) of [v] 

KNOBBLY BBKLNOY having very small knobs [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KNUCKLY CKKLNUY having prominent knuckles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KVETCHY CEHKTVY habitually complaining [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KYTHING GHIKNTY KYTHE, to kithe (to make known) [v] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

L 

LENGTHS EGHLNST LENGTH, longer or longest dimension of object [n] 

LENGTHY EGHLNTY very long [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LIGHTLY GHILLTY to moderate degree [adv] 

LYCHNIS CHILNSY flowering plant [n -ES] 

LYINGLY GILLNYY falsely (contrary to truth or fact) [adv] 

LYNCHED CDEHLNY LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

LYNCHER CEHLNRY one that lynches (to put to death without legal sanction) [n -S] 

LYNCHES CEHLNSY LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

LYRISMS ILMRSSY LYRISM, lyricism (quality of being lyrics) [n] 

LYRISTS ILRSSTY LYRIST, one who plays lyre [n] 

LYTHRUM HLMRTUY flowering plant [n -S] 
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eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

M 

MARTYRS AMRRSTY MARTYR, to put to death for adhering to belief [v] 

MARTYRY AMRRTYY shrine erected in honor of martyred person [n -RIES] 

MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n] 

MONTHLY HLMNOTY publication issued once month [n -LIES] 

MYRRHIC CHIMRRY MYRRH, aromatic gum resin [adj] 

MYRTLES ELMRSTY MYRTLE, evergreen shrub [n] 

MYSOSTS MOSSSTY MYSOST, mild cheese [n] 

MYSTERY EMRSTYY something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained [n -RIES] 

MYSTICLY CILMSTYY in mystical manner [adv] 

MYSTICS CIMSSTY MYSTIC, one who professes to have had mystical experiences [n] 

MYSTIFY FIMSTYY to perplex (to make mentally uncertain) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

N 

NIGHTLY GHILNTY every night; at night [adv] 

NINTHLY HILNNTY in ninth place [adv] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY NYMPH, female spirit [adj] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

NYMPHET EHMNPTY young nymph [n -S] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

O 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

P 

PENTYLS ELNPSTY PENTYL, amyl (univalent radical) [n] 

PHARYNX AHNPRXY section of digestive tract [n -ES, -NGES] 

PHENYLS EHLNPSY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLEGMY EGHLMPY resembling phlegm (thick mucus secreted in air passages) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES] 

PHRENSY EHNPRSY to frenzy (to make frantic (wildly excited)) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHYLLOS HLLOPSY PHYLLO, very thin pastry dough [n] 

PHYSEDS DEHPSSY PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PHYSICS CHIPSSY PHYSIC, to treat with medicine [v] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PHYTONS HNOPSTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [n] 

PLIGHTS GHILPST PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PLINTHS HILNPST PLINTH, stone or slab upon which column or pedestal rests [n] 

PLUMPLY LLMPPUY in plump way [adv] 

PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv] 

PRICKLY CIKLPRY having many sharp points [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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PROMPTS MOPPRST PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROPYLS LOPPRSY PROPYL, univalent radical [n] 

PROTYLS LOPRSTY PROTYL, protyle (hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived) [n] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PSYLLID DILLPSY psylla (any of various plant lice) [n -S] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PYKNICS CIKNPSY PYKNIC, person having broad, stocky build [n] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 

PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

PYSANKY AKNPSYY PYSANKA, hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n] 

PYTHONS HNOPSTY PYTHON, large snake [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

Q 

QWERTYS EQRSTWY QWERTY, standard keyboard [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

R 

RHYMERS EHMRRSY RHYMER, one that rhymes (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [n] 

RHYMING GHIMNRY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [v] 

RHYTHMS  HHMRSTY movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RHYTONS HNORSTY RHYTON, ancient Greek drinking horn [n] 

RIGHTLY GHILRTY in right manner [adv] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

S 

SANDFLY ADFLNSY biting fly [n -LIES] 

SCANTLY ACLNSTY in scant manner [adv] 

SCARPHS ACHPRSS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCHISMS CHIMSSS SCHISM, division into opposing parties [n] 

SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n] 

SCHIZZY CHISYZZ schizy (affected with schizophrenia) [adj -ZZIER, -ZZIEST] 

SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHLEPS CEHLPSS SCHLEP, to lug or drag [v] 

SCHLOCK CCHKLOS inferior merchandise [n -S] 

SCHLONG CGHLNOS offensive word [n -S] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMALZ ACHLMSZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SCHMUCK CCHKMSU to hit or flatten [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMUTZ CHMSTUZ dirt, grime [n -ES] 
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SCHNAPS ACHNPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SCHNAPS] 

SCHNOZZ CHNOSZZ schnoz (nose) [n -ES] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral [n] 

SCHRIKS CHIKRSS SCHRIK, sudden fright [n] 

SCHRODS CDHORSS SCHROD, scrod (young cod) [n] 

SCHTICK CCHIKST shtick (entertainment routine) [n -S] 

SCHTIKS CHIKSST SCHTIK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

SCHTUPS CHPSSTU SCHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SCHVITZ CHISTVZ to shvitz (to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCLAFFS ACFFLSS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCRAGGY ACGGRSY scrawny (extremely thin) [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

SCRAPPY ACPPRSY marked by fighting spirit [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCRATCH ACCHRST to make thin, shallow cut or mark on [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRAWBS ABCRSSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCRAWLS ACLRSSW SCRAWL, to write hastily or illegibly [v] 

SCRAWLY ACLRSWY written hastily or illegibly [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCRAWNY ACNRSWY extremely thin [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SCRIMPS CIMPRSS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCRIPTS CIPRSST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRITCH CCHIRST quiet scraping sound [n -ES] 

SCROGGY CGGORSY of stunted growth [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

SCROLLS CLLORSS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SCRUBBY BBCRSUY inferior in size or quality [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SCRUFFS CFFRSSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy (shabby (ragged (tattered))) [v] 

SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SCRUMMY CMMRSUY delicious [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

SCRUMPY CMPRSUY rough cider [n -PIES] 

SCRUNCH CCHNRSU to crush (to press or squeeze out of shape) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRYERS CERRSSY SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [n] 

SCRYING CGINRSY SCRY, to foretell future by using crystal ball [v] 

SCULPTS CLPSSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES] 

SCYPHUS CHPSSUY Greek cup with two handles [n -HI] 

SCYTHED CDEHSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SCYTHES CEHSSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SELSYNS ELNSSSY SELSYN, type of remote-control device [n] 

SHADFLY ADFHLSY winged insect [n -LIES] 

SHARPLY AHLPRSY in sharp manner [adv] 

SHAYKHS AHHKSSY SHAYKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHINDYS DHINSSY SHINDY, shindig (elaborate dance or party) [n] 

SHINGLY GHILNSY covered with small, loose stones [adj] 

SHLEPPS EHLPPSS SHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SHLOCKS CHKLOSS SHLOCK, schlock (inferior merchandise) [n] 

SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 
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SHLUMPS HLMPSSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

SHMALTZ AHLMSTZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SHMUCKS CHKMSSU SHMUCK, schmuck [n] 

SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHNAPPS AHNPPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SHNAPPS] 

SHORTLY HLORSTY in short time [adv] 

SHRIFTS FHIRSST SHRIFT, act of shriving (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n] 

SHRILLS HILLRSS SHRILL, to utter shrill sound [v] 

SHRILLY HILLRSY SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adv] 

SHRIMPS HIMPRSS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SHRINKS HIKNRSS SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SHROFFS FFHORSS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHRUBBY BBHRSUY covered with shrubs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SHTICKS CHIKSST SHTICK, entertainment routine [n] 

SHTICKY CHIKSTY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHYLOCK CHKLOSY to lend money at high interest rates [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES] 

SHYSTER EHRSSTY unscrupulous lawyer or politician [n -S] 

SIGHTLY GHILSTY pleasing to look at [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SIXTHLY HILSTXY in sixth place [adv] 

SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SKLENTS EKLNSST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SKRYING GIKNRSY SKRY, to scry (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [v] 

SKYCAPS ACKPSSY SKYCAP, porter at airport [n] 

SKYGLOW GKLOSWY glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n -S] 

SKYJACK ACJKKSY to hijack airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYLARK AKKLRSY to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj] 

SKYPHOS HKOPSSY drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

SKYSURF FKRSSUY to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYWALK AKKLSWY elevated walkway between two buildings [n -S] 

SKYWARD ADKRSWY toward sky [adv] 

SKYWAYS AKSSWYY SKYWAY, elevated highway [n] 

SLACKLY ACKLLSY in slack manner [adv] 

SLANTLY ALLNSTY SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adv] 

SLICKLY CIKLLSY in slick manner [adv] 

SLIGHTS GHILSST SLIGHT, to treat with disregard [v] 

SLIMPSY ILMPSSY slimsy (flimsy (lacking solidity or strength)) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

SLYNESS ELNSSSY quality or state of being sly [n -ES] 

SMARTLY ALMRSTY in smart manner [adv] 

SMUTCHY CHMSTUY smudgy (smudged) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNATCHY ACHNSTY occurring irregularly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNIFFLY FFILNSY that sniffles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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SNUGGLY GGLNSUY warm and cozy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPANGLY AGLNPSY covered with spangles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPILTHS HILPSST SPILTH, spillage (something that is spilled) [n] 

SPINDLY DILNPSY long and slender [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPITTLY ILPSTTY SPITTLE, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLENTS ELNPSST SPLENT, splint [n] 

SPLIFFS FFILPSS SPLIFF, marijuana cigarette [n] 

SPLINTS ILNPSST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPLODGY DGLOPSY splotchy (splotched) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPLOTCH CHLOPST to mark with large, irregular spots [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SPLURGY GLPRSUY tending to splurge [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPLURTS LPRSSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPRANGS AGNPRSS SPRANG, weaving technique to form openwork mesh [n] 

SPRAWLS ALPRSSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 

SPRAWLY ALPRSWY tending to sprawl [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPRIGGY GGIPRSY having small branches [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPRIGHT GHIPRST sprite (elf or fairy) [n -S] 

SPRINGS GINPRSS SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly [v] 

SPRINGY GINPRSY resilient [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPRINTS INPRSST SPRINT, to run at top speed [v] 

SPRITZY IPRSTYZ emitting spray [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SPRYEST EPRSSTY SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

STANDBY ABDNSTY one that can be relied on [n -S] 

STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STARKLY AKLRSTY STARK, harsh in appearance [adv] 

STARTSY ARSSTTY STARETS, spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n] 

STENCHY CEHNSTY having stench [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STERNLY ELNRSTY in stern manner [adv] 

STIFFLY FFILSTY in stiff manner [adv] 

STRANDS ADNRSST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRAPPY APPRSTY having straps [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

STRATHS AHRSSTT STRATH, wide river valley [n] 

STRETCH CEHRSTT to draw out or open to full length [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STRICKS CIKRSST STRICK, bunch of flax fibers [n] 

STRICTLY CILRSTTY STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adv] 

STRINGS GINRSST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STROPPY OPPRSTY unruly (difficult to control) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

STRUNTS NRSSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

STUBBLY BBLSTUY covered with stubble [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STYLERS ELRSSTY STYLER, one that styles (to name (to give title to)) [n] 

STYLETS ELSSTTY STYLET, small, stiff organ or appendage of certain animals [n] 

STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S] / STYLE, to name (to give title to) [v] 

STYLISH HILSSTY fashionable [adj] 
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STYLIST ILSSTTY one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n -S] 

STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n STYLOPS] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -SES] 

STYPTIC CIPSTTY substance used to check bleeding [n -S] 

SWARTHS AHRSSTW SWARTH, turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [n] 

SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SWELTRY ELRSTWY oppressively hot [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SWIFTLY FILSTWY in swift manner [adv] 

SWINGBY BGINSWY mission in which spacecraft uses planet's gravitational pull for making course changes [n -S] 

SWITHLY HILSTWY swith (quickly (in quick manner)) [adv]  

SYLPHIC CHILPSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

SYLPHID DHILPSY young sylph [n -S] 

SYLVANS ALNSSVY SYLVAN, one that lives in forest [n] 

SYLVINS ILNSSVY SYLVIN, sylvite (ore of potassium) [n] 

SYMBOLS BLMOSSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

SYMPTOM MMOPSTY indication of something [n -S] 

SYNCARP ACNPRSY fleshy multiple fruit [n -S] 

SYNCHED CDEHNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYNCHRO CHNORSY selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

SYNCING CGINNSY SYNC, to cause to operate in unison [v] 

SYNCOMS CMNOSSY SYNCOM, type of communications satellite [n] 

SYNDETS DENSSTY SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n] 

SYNDICS CDINSSY SYNDIC, business agent [n] 

SYNERGY EGNRSYY combined action [n -GIES] 

SYNGAMY AGMNSYY union of two gametes [n -MIES] 

SYNONYM MNNOSYY word having same meaning as another [n -S] 

SYNTAGM AGMNSTY syntagma (syntactic element) [n -S] 

SYNTONY NNOSTYY tuning of transmitters and receivers with each other [n -NIES] 

SYNTYPE ENPSTYY each of set of type specimens on which name of new species is based [n -S] 

SYPHERS EHPRSSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

SYPHONS HNOPSSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYRPHID DHIPRSY winged insect [n -S] 

SYSTEMS EMSSSTY SYSTEM, group of interacting elements forming unified whole [n] 

SYZYGAL AGLSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

T 

TENTHLY EHLNTTY in tenth place [adv] 

TETRYLS ELRSTTY TETRYL, chemical compound [n] 

THATCHY ACHHTTY resembling thatch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THEGNLY EGHLNTY THEGN, thane (man holding land by military service in Anglo-Saxon England) [adj] 

THICKLY CHIKLTY in thick manner [adv] 

THIRDLY DHILRTY in third place [adv] 

THIRSTS HIRSSTT THIRST, to feel desire or need to drink [v] 

THIRSTY HIRSTTY feeling desire or need to drink [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THISTLY HILSTTY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

THRALLS AHLLRST THRALL, to enslave (to make slave of) [v] 
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THRASHY AHHRSTY characteristic of style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THRIFTS FHIRSTT THRIFT, care and wisdom in management of one's resources [n] 

THRIFTY FHIRTTY displaying thrift [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THRILLS HILLRST THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THRONGS GHNORST THRONG, to crowd into [v] 

THRUMMY HMMRTUY shaggy (covered with long, coarse hair) [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

THRUSTS HRSSTTU THRUST, to push forcibly [v] 

THWACKS ACHKSTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v] 

THWARTS AHRSTTW THWART, to prevent accomplishment of [v] 

THYMOLS HLMOSTY THYMOL, chemical compound [n] 

THYRSES EHRSSTY THYRSE, thyrsus (type of flower cluster) [n] 

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -SI] 

THYSELF EFHLSTY yourself (form of 2d person pronoun) [pron] 

TIGHTLY GHILTTY TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adv] 

TREMBLY BELMRTY marked by trembling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRICKLY CIKLRTY marked by trickling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRICKSY CIKRSTY mischievous [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

TROTYLS LORSTTY TROTYL, explosive [n] 

TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

TRYPSIN INPRSTY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

TRYPTIC CIPRTTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [adj] 

TRYSTED DERSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TRYSTER ERRSTTY one that trysts (to agree to meet) [n -S] 

TRYSTES ERSSTTY TRYSTE, market [n] 

TRYSTING GINRSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TSKTSKS  KKSSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk, (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

TWIDDLY DDILTWY having many turns [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj] / [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TWITCHY CHITTWY fidgety (nervously restless) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

TYMBALS ABLMSTY TYMBAL, timbal (large drum) [n] 

TYMPANS AMNPSTY TYMPAN, drum [n] 

TYMPANY AMNPTYY swelling of abdomen [n -NIES] 

TYPHONS HNOPSTY TYPHON, type of signal horn [n] 

TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n] 

TYPISTS IPSSTTY TYPIST, one who types [n] 

TYRANNY ANNRTYY rule of tyrant [n -NIES] 

TYRANTS ANRSTTY TYRANT, absolute ruler [n] 

TYTHING GHINTTY TYTHE, to tithe (to pay tithe (small tax)) [v] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

U 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

V 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 
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VYINGLY GILNVYY in vying manner [adv] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

W 

WARMTHS  AHMRSTW WARMTH, warmness (state of being warm (moderately hot)) [n] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHYDAHS ADHHSWY WHYDAH, African bird [n] 

WORLDLY DLLORWY pertaining to world [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WRIGGLY GGILRWY wriggling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WRIGHTS GHIRSTW WRIGHT, one who constructs or creates [n] 

WRINKLY IKLNRWY having wrinkles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WRONGLY GLNORWY in wrong manner [adv] 

WRYNECK CEKNRWY European bird [n -S] 

WRYNESS ENRSSWY state of being wry (contorted) [n -ES] 

WYSIWYG GISWWYY denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj] 

WYVERNS ENRSVWY WYVERN, wivern (two-legged dragon) [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

X 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 

 

eXCeSSiVe CoNSoNaNTS 7s 

Y 
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Z 

ZEPHYRS EHPRSYZ ZEPHYR, gentle breeze [n] 

ZLOTYCH CHLOTYZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZYMURGY GMRUYYZ branch of chemistry dealing with fermentation [n -GIES] 

ZYZZYVA AVYYZZZ  tropical weevil [n -S] 

 

 


